


















　　Jarman moved  to Dungeness  from Phoenix House, his  flat  in London,  in 1987.5 Making 
films—War Requiem（1989）, The Garden（1990）, Edward II（1991）, Wittgenstein（1993）, and 
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Phoenix House（The Last of England 240）, soon reveals to Collins his plan to purchase the cot-
tage describing it ‘beautiful’（‘There’s a beautiful fisherman’s cottage here, and if ever it was for 
sale,  I  think I’d buy  it.’ The preface  to Derek Jarman’s Garden by Collins）. The money be-
queathed by his father enabled Jarman to buy the cottage.7
　　Dungeness had enchanted Jarman as  the most beautiful place on earth, as he verses, 






naked shingles of the world.’（sic）（The Last of England 244）
The ceaseless wind in Dungeness is portrayed everywhere in the film The Garden. Flowers, 
grass, bushes,  the waves, clouds,  the washing on a pole and a  flare—everything  in the  land-
scape is trembling or swaying in breeze, strong wind, or gale. 
　　For all its bleakness, Dungeness is favoured by sunlight, which encourages some particular 


























I could not hear.’ Smiling in Slow Motion 31）. The artificial colour of grey（‘the iron grey bulk 
of the nuclear reactor’ Modern Nature 3） intrudes  into the harmony of the colours of nature 
and the timeworn buildings. Jarman had assumed a critical attitude towards nuclear power sta-
tions as did his aunt,  Isobel, who was  fighting against building the nuclear power station  in 






















who oiled the wheels of mortgage with dead hands.（1 :09 : 12-1 :10 : 10）
Jarman thus warns us of the imminent danger caused by the benefit-oriented, consumer soci-
ety. However, he doesn’t view the landscape of Dungeness as ugly. It is still fascinating, ‘strange 




really read Build whatever you want but don’t demolish anything. Let it fall apart in its 
good time; or, like the railway carriages, find another use for it. 
　　Thus we would have kept old Gilbert Scott’s red phone boxes and have the new be-















　　Jarman has  talked about  the wind as a metaphor  for cleansing memory which remains 
scattered and disintegrated in his mind. This symbolic trait of the wind appears in another non-
narrative film preceding The Garden, The Last of England, but the trait is more enhanced in 




















makes films for himself. ‘I would never say I am making this film [The Last of England] for au-
dience :  that’s very dishonest. It would be true to say I am making this film for myself with my 



























mind.（The Last of England 245）
The wind, an elementary force, is used by Jarman as bringing both destruction and purification 
in the  inner world. The wind reveals the fragments of the past—memory and history  ‘full of 
the junk’（The Last of England 208）—by scattering them, but also purifies and integrates them 
which had remained disordered inside. 
　　In his discussion about  the symbolism of  the wind, Gaston Bachelard  finds  the double 
meaning  in  the  image of  the wind. Bachelard sees  its best example  in Shelley’s  ‘Ode to  the 
West Wind’（‘Wild Spirit, which art moving everywhere; / Destroyer and preserver; hear, oh, 
hear!’）, stating ‘How can we register the ambivalence of the wind, which is both gentleness and 




















is why I keep my paintings’ (The Last of England 40).












ger  lays  the  foundations  for dynamic being. Anger  is  the act by which being begins. 
However prudent an action may be and however insidious it promises to be, it must first 
cross over a small  threshold of anger. Anger  is  the acid without which no  impression 
will be etched on our being. It creates an active impression.（227）











his three autobiographies—Dancing Ledge, The Last of England, and At Your Own Risk.
　　The wind’s cleansing memory does not mean it  is deleting memory but  it  is sublimating 
memory for a new life. The wind heals and revives humans by giving them new breath. In con-
nection with ‘the creative breath’（Juan Eduardo Cirlot 486）, the wind was originally an emblem 





　　Unlike in the final sequence of Swinton’s dance in The Last of England, the wind in The 
Garden blows silently in both the internal and outer world of Jarman. This wind conveys the 





excavate himself, which he calls  ‘archeology of soul’（The Last of England 235）. Through this 
self-discovery he can gain a new life. The following remark of Jarman’s prefigures the transi-
tion from the destructive wind as seen in The Last of England to the creative wind as seen in 
The Garden :  
My world  is  in  fragments,  smashed  in pieces so  fine  I doubt  I will ever re-assemble 
them. The God that rules over the debris is SILENCE :  you’ll hear him in the wind that 
chases through the ruins. In the silence I’m impelled to speak, to remind myself of my 









artist is engaged in a dig. Deep down, depth, ‘the way up is the way down’, . . .（The Last 
of England 235）
Now we find another  important elementary force that  involves Jarman’s self-realisation :  the 
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Atsuko Yamaguchi・Symbolism in Derek Jarman’s The Garden I：The Wind in Silence
　　Fragments of memory eddy past and are  lost  in the dark.  In the gusts yellowing 
half-forgotten papers whirl old headlines up and over dingy suburban houses, past lead-






Where will you spend eternity?
Heaven or hell, which shall it be.






wind,  the representation of  flow, reminds Jarman and us  that we are  living  in  the world of 
time. Although the wind, or the flow of time, make the past and memory gone ‘into the void,’ it 
does not signify that time is meaningless. The divine plan is not fathomable, as written in the 
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